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In the past three years, while banks all over the world and Wall Street
were imploding, while some $40-$50 trillion of capital was being
destroyed in global stock markets, one financial market kept growing.
That market is the financial derivatives market.
According to the Bank for International Settlements [BIS], the global
Over the Counter [OTC] derivatives market has grown almost 65% from
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the BIS’s own website, there are no updated figures for the notional
derivatives market since June 2008, so we can likely assume, with some
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$414.8 trillion in December, 2006 to $683.7 trillion in June of 2008. On
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margin of safety, that this market has now grown to more than $700
trillion. Comparatively speaking, the total market cap of all major global
stock markets is approximately $30 trillion.
Before I discuss how financial products could grow more than 65%
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during a time period when financial companies were imploding all over
the world, let’s review the definition of a derivative, because this will
explain how this market of financial products keeps becoming more
valuable at a time when the value of many capital assets are sinking like
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Derivatives are financial contracts, or financial instruments,
whose values are derived from the value of something else
(known as the underlying). The underlying value on which a
derivative is based can be an asset (e.g., commodities, equities
(stocks), residential mortgages, commercial real estate, loans,
bonds), an index (e.g., interest rates, exchange rates, stock
market indices, consumer price index [CPI] — see inflation
derivatives), weather conditions, or other items. Credit
derivatives are based on loans, bonds or other forms of credit.
The main types of derivatives are forwards, futures, options, and
swaps.
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Because the value of a derivative is contingent on the value of
the underlying, the notional value of derivatives is recorded off
the balance sheet of an institution, although the market value of
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derivatives is recorded on the balance sheet. Over-the-counter
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[OTC] derivatives are contracts that are traded (and privately
negotiated) directly between two parties, without going through
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the largest market for derivatives, and is largely unregulated
with respect to disclosure of information between the parties,
since the OTC market is made up of banks and other highly
sophisticated parties, such as hedge funds…Because OTC
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derivatives are not traded on an exchange, there is no central
counterparty. Therefore, they are subject to counterparty risk,
like an ordinary contract, since each counterparty relies on the
other to perform.
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of an institution, although the market value of derivatives is recorded

counterparty. Therefore, they are subject to counterparty risk, like an
ordinary contract, since each counterparty relies on the other to
perform.
As I’ve noted before, the $700 trillion global derivatives market is the
notional value of this market, not the market value of these derivatives.
The Bank for International Settlements compiles the notional value of
this market worldwide from reported figures by Central Banks of the G10
countries and Switzerland. Thus, if the off-balance sheet assets of major
international banks are growing so rapidly in the form of their notional
values of their held financial derivative products, how can so many of
these banks be in trouble?
The answer, quite simply, is that the market value of these derivatives
is nowhere near the notional values of these derivatives maintained and
reported by these banks, and that the global derivatives market is in
serious trouble. Because derivative products are subject to counterparty
risks as well, this means that the failure of one major financial
institution could cause the evaporation of assets for many other financial
institutions that have derivative products with exposure to that one
financial institution. In other words, when the notional values of a good
percent of these financial derivative products start evaporating into thin
air, and they will, it will have a negative domino effect on the balance
sheet of not just one major financial institution, but many.
Of course, when FASB suspended mark-to-market accounting rules
recently, major international banks were allowed to re-value some of
their derivative products closer to their notional value on their books to
pad their balance sheets. Due to this change in accounting law, I can
almost guarantee you that before market open Friday, Citigroup will
announce better than expected financial results as they carried huge
amounts of illiquid mortgages and financial derivatives on their balance
sheets. [Editor's note: Article was written prior to earnings
announcement on 4/17/09]
Though many people argue that only the market value of these
derivatives, and not their notional values, is ultimately important, this
would have only been valid if FASB hadn’t suspended mark-to-market
accounting rules. The types of derivative products most likely to continue
to blow up are Credit Default Swaps [CDS], and indeed, it was AIG’s
exposure to Credit Default Swaps that caused it to collapse.
In reality, the market value of financial derivatives is only a fraction of
its $700 trillion notional value; however the reality is that the potential
losses from bad Credit Default Swaps can also be much more than their
notional value. For example, consider a scenario where Company ABC
underwrites a CDS in which they will receive $100,000 of payments from
Company X in return for guaranteeing a $1,000,000 bond issued by
Company Z. If all goes well, and the bond performs, then company ABC
makes $100,000 in profit. However, if company Z fails, then Company
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ABC may now have to pay Company X $1,000,000. This is a scenario in
which the losses from financial derivative products can be very real and
very large. Though many analysts harp on the fact that the $700+
trillion notional figure of the derivative market is not real, it is not
realistic either to only consider the much smaller market value of these
derivatives as the above example illustrates.
Since it is now likely that the balance sheets of many financial
institutions have been quickly “nursed back to health” by returning the
book value of OTC financial derivative products to some fantasyland
notional value versus their true market value, the collapse of the
notional value of the $700+ trillion derivative market will indeed have
future devastating consequences for global economies.
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rdasher Comments (42)
Is there a difference between a derivative and a bet with a Las Vegas bookie?
Maybe all those trillions should just be written down to zero where they belong.
19 Apr 2009, 08:32 AM
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a. palmer jr. Comments (1356)
With that high of a price (700 trillion) I guess that a bailout for these guys is
impossible! That's all well and good because anybody should be smarter than to
get into derivatives in the first place.
19 Apr 2009, 08:42 AM
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5

Reply

USisCorrupt Comments (972)
America is just one Big PONZI scheme that is destined to fail. Bernie Madoff did
the banks a favor by admitting his guilt which took the attention off the banks. I for
one can't wait for the Revolution to start. The People need to take their Country
back from Al-Qaeda which has took control. That's right Al-Qaeda WON the war
for they are in control of this Country NOW!
Signed ...An un-Proud American!
19 Apr 2009, 08:44 AM
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john s. gordon Comments (9685)
'evaporation of assets'.
like in a nuclear mushroom cloud.
> jack
19 Apr 2009, 08:48 AM
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notsosmart Comments (3115)
usiscorrupt is right. the ponzi continous. made-off is a piker compared to wallst &
congress.now the dumb-dumbs are playing with tea bags.they cant name their
sen.or rep. as they fill the stadium they built for the rich.
19 Apr 2009, 10:11 AM
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Ferdinand E. Banks Comments (3536)
I'm glad that I wrote a finance book and stopped teaching finance a few years
ago, because if I hadn't this article would scare me. As things are however, I think
that I'll continue to believe that things will turn out right on the derivative front. On
the other hand, I think that some teachers of finance should be cashiered.
19 Apr 2009, 10:21 AM
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Bruce Vanderveen Comments (214)
I think AIG showed us how dangerous CDSs can be. The public ended up bailing
out AIG to the tune of over $100 billion, preventing systemic meltdown of the
financial system -- or so we are told. I'm taking it on faith there are no more AIG's
out there. Right? We must never again have taxpayers responsible for private
company missed calls.
Interest swaps are some 82% of the $700 trillion notional derivative market. Most
consider interest swaps to be relatively benign. I'm wondering though: how would
this market react to a rapid increase of interest rates, as some are predicting, off
current lows . Has anyone researched this?
We need more intelligent discussion of the dangers, both real and imagined, of
derivative markets. AIG was an expensive wake up call. It amazes me how little
knowledgeable economists seem willing to discuss these markets. AIG has show
us this is not just an academic subject.
19 Apr 2009, 10:36 AM
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ThatGuyInTheBack Comments (46)
I was wondering when someone would notice this. It's been the elephant in the
room for months now. The 200 trillion exposure in US banks
(www.occ.gov/ftp/releas...), not to mention the 700 trillion (more like a quadrillion,
by some estimates) worldwide is an open secret.
Somehow, I doubt that all the holders of all those contracts will be content to allow
them to languish. Possibly a few will demand payment in accordance with their
contracts over the course of the next few years.
And what happens, if there's simply not enough money in the world to cover all
the obligations? That certainly looks like where we're headed to me. Did I miss
something?

19 Apr 2009, 10:39 AM
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youngman442002 Comments (3885)
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700 trillion..and how much do you need to donate to Congress or the President to
get your bailout.....much less than that......
19 Apr 2009, 11:07 AM
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2
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Gyoza Mimi Comments (85)
People have been ringing alarm bells over huge nominal value of the derivatives,
stating there are no money in the world could cover the losses. True, because for
the most part these $700 trillions can be just as well round down to 0 without any
loss to the underlying indexes. Just like those penny stock options - by paying
something like 1 cent you can buy May Google calls with a strike price of
$1,000,000. Pay $10 and you have derivatives that will have nominal value of
$1,000,000,000 (that is one billion) under your control. While nominal value of that
is a billion, the real value is close to 0. Let's start ringing alarm about me being on
the hook for a billion dollars, while I spend $10 on the worthless options, and
worrying about this bubble bursting.
19 Apr 2009, 11:07 AM
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JMac Comments (19)
Derivatives are like casualty insurance. Like casualty insurance, not all policy
holders will suffer a catstrophe and need to be paid at the same time.
Market participants will evaluate counter parties and insurers as part of due
diligence and include that information as part of their market decisions.
The system risk is inflation, not collapse, at this point in time. The FED has
demonstrated its willingness to support the banking system no matter what.
This article is talking about a better barn door after the horse has left the barn.
When the focus should be how large is the field, who will catch the horse, will it
cost more to catch the horse than it is worth and therefore who will own it the
horse once it is found.
19 Apr 2009, 11:20 AM
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Reply

RTF 360 Comments (94)
Mr Kim,
These contracts were for the most part entered into by fiduciaries seeking
bonuses by playing "arbitrage" games with mostly public money, utimately for
personal gain .
This was "bad faith dealing"... not hedging or risk management.
Violation of fiduciary duty means the contracts should be voided, torn up and all
the bonuses and payments disgorged & clawed back. Everything else on Earth
can be reverse engineered, why not Credit Default Swaps, Collateralized Debt
Obligations and toxic mortgage backed securities?
Any fiduciary who has been deemed to have violated his duty is barred by law
from ever again being a fiduciary, with his personal assets being subject to
judgement & lien.
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/...
Congress is blocking hearings and protecting the perpetrators of the largest
financial crime in human history.

19 Apr 2009, 11:40 AM
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14
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MarkitWacha Comments (643)
You're assuming that the people involved (execs at AIG) were intelligent enough
to realize the damage they were doing. In fact, they were probably coerced into
behaving the same way by the board at AIG. So, even if they knew that the risk
they were taking could be catastrophic to the system, if they would have done
anything to prevent it, they would have been fired.
The cepstral solution to this is more transparency of balance sheets. With that, the
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ancillary benefit is more shareholders voting their shares and becoming more
involved. When there is an educated pseudo-democracy controlling these large
institutions, the public benefits.
For instance, if I could have known the extent that AIG was underwriting CDSs, I
could have shorted the stock early. Others like me could have shorted the AIG
stock (say, back in 2007). By causing poor performance of the stock, the
shareholders could have voted out the board and caused more reorganizational
events to occur early, thereby preventing the massive systemic risk.

On Apr 19 11:40 AM RTF 360 wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Mr Kim,
These contracts were for the most part entered into by fiduciaries
seeking bonuses by playing "arbitrage" games with mostly public money,
utimately for personal gain .
This was "bad faith dealing"... not hedging or risk management.<br/>...
of fiduciary duty means the contracts should be voided, torn up and
all the bonuses and payments disgorged &amp; clawed back. Everything
else on Earth can be reverse engineered, why not Credit Default Swaps,
Collateralized Debt Obligations and toxic mortgage backed securities?
Any fiduciary who has been deemed to have violated his duty is barred
by law from ever again being a fiduciary, with his personal assets
being subject to judgement &amp; lien.
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/...
Congress is blocking hearings and protecting the perpetrators of
the largest financial crime in human history.

19 Apr 2009, 12:19 PM
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RTF 360 Comments (94)
Looks like the ISDA put JMac up to writing his rebuttal, ridicule of Mr. Kim's
article.
When was the last time an article on CDS got four thumbs up on a 2 time
commenter, much less in a half hour?
Yep, Jmac just keep looking forward no looking back at the fraud & felony.
19 Apr 2009, 12:23 PM
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RTF 360 Comments (94)
"cepstral solution "
Perfect example of the double talk that financial engineers who re-engineered the
English language with the sole intent to intimidate , defraud and decieve used to
hoodwink the top execs od Bear, Lehman ,MLPF&S , Citi and AIG. These execs,
Rubin, Neal, Maheres , Cassano are precicely the ones who violated their
fiduciary duty and should end up in homeless shelters or better yet executed in
the public square ala William Wallace.
The manual for aforementioned double talk ;
Structured Finance and Collateralized Debt Obligations: New Developments in
Cash and Synthetic Securitization (Wiley Finance) (Hardcover)
by Janet M. Tavakoli (Author)
Read it and memorize it, I did so should the attorneys who sue & prosecute the
perpetrators and their D&O carriers.

19 Apr 2009, 12:38 PM
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Robert Brown Comments (2)
Go to UNIFIEDMARKETS.
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We provide a platform for negotiated Indications of Interest (IOI) worldwide.
UnifiedMarkets Members use its search engine to find Indications of Interest (IOI)
posted by other Members to buy and sell securities, businesses and business
assets that are of interest, conduct anonymous introductions, discussions and
negotiations in confidential on-line Discussion Rooms, and effect all their
transactions away from the UnifiedMarkets Website.
19 Apr 2009, 01:16 PM

Like

0

Reply

TheFounder Comments (223)
The issue of derivative risk is not well explained and not well understood by the
general public. What does 700 trillion means? is someone (or a group of
companies) actualy on the hook for 700 trillion? I don't think so.
How much of the 700 T are CDS obligations whoich could destroy a company?
How much are just call and put options which can expire worthless without too
much damage?
And how much of the 700 T exposures offset each other on a macro level?
The derivatives could be a nuclear weapon or a non issue.
19 Apr 2009, 01:50 PM

Like

4

Reply

TWOfold Comments (26)
Derivatives neither create nor destroy net wealth; they are economically neutral.
At most, derivatives may move the same money from one player to another.
But the economy sees no net increase, even if one player wins a derivatives bet.
Likewise, the economy sees no net decrease, even if one player loses a
derivatives bet.
The derivative players can gain or lose money based on the performance of their
derivative bets (typically just insurance contracts written outside of insurance
industry rules), but whatever one player gains comes at the expense of another
player.
Thus, derivatives are not only economically neutral to the aggregate system, but
are also Zero Sum.
By definition, economically neutral, zero sum financial instruments can not cause
an ecojomic collapse.
And it is for that reason that the notional values of derivative contracts can be so
astromical ($700 Trillion!)...because they cancel out.
Derivatives are a non-issue. They might tank one company, but they will enrich
another to that same degree.
19 Apr 2009, 02:14 PM
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PROXIMO Comments (368)
SA should require readers to have an IQ of at least 50 before commenting.

On Apr 19 08:44 AM USisCorrupt wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>

America is just one Big PONZI scheme that is destined to fail. Bernie
Madoff did the banks a favor by admitting his guilt which took the
attention off the banks. I for one can't wait for the Revolution
to start. The People need to take their Country back from Al-Qaeda
which has took control. That's right Al-Qaeda WON the war for they
are in control of this Country NOW!
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>
> Signed ...An un-Proud American!
19 Apr 2009, 03:33 PM
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RTF 360 Comments (94)
they are not zero sum if the public has to pay the counterparty upon failure.
How is it good "public policy" if the instrument "tanks" one company but enriches
another without competition in the real marketplace. ?
app2.capitalreach.com/...
Why hasn't Congress held formal investigations and open hearings on CDS,
CDO's & fraudently securitized toxic mortgage backed securities ?
----------------------...
Location: New York
Author: IRA Staff
Date: Wednesday, February 25, 2009

One of the least understood but potentially among the more damaging factors
contributing to the crisis in global financial markets is an asset class known as
over-the-counter (“OTC”) derivatives and one OTC product in particular known as
credit default swaps or “CDS.” Indeed, even were there not multiple financial
market crises underway, reforming the CDS market would still be an urgent
problem.
What is the problem with CDS? In my view, CDS and the entire OTC derivatives
market represents a form of regulatory arbitrage – a retrograde and deliberate
evasion of established prudential norms masquerading under the innocent guise of
innovation. As in the case for the OTC market for unregistered securitizations,
OTC derivatives are essentially designed to generate supernormal returns for a
relatively small group of global banks which traffic in these officially sanctioned,
but private gaming contracts.
The established norms of which I speak, which were meant to ensure the stability
and solidity of our financial markets, have been eviscerated over several decades
by the Sell Side dealer community. These banks have bought their way through
Washington, using the democratic process of money politics to subvert the
Congress, academic researchers and the regulators into at least passive
complicity into what could be described as a grand criminal enterprise. But more
than mere money, I believe that the world of OTC derivatives and structured
finance has brought the global system to its knees because of "intellectual
capture". But hold that thought.
The basic tension over CDS starts with the fact that these instruments actually
increase overall systemic risk. Consider a real world example:
When the auto parts make for General Motors, Delphi, filed bankruptcy in October
2005, there were between $20 and $30 billion in CDS outstanding and deliverable
against the $2 billion in debt outstanding and another $2 billion in bank loans that
were also deliverable against the CDS. Whereas the maximum cash loss to
investors in the Delphi default might have been limited to the $4 billion of extant
debt without CDS, the existence of CDS actually multiplied the potential
opportunities for gain and loss on the Delphi default nearly 10 fold. [i]
While proponents of the CDS market will and do argue that the “net” exposure
from the Delphi default was quite small, the fact remains that the “innovation” of
CDS actually created a multiplicity of new risks around the existing cash default of
Delphi, risks whose sole benefits seem to be a) providing speculative opportunities
for a certain class of market participants – I won’t call them investors, because
often they are not -- and b) generating commission for CDS dealer banks.[ii]
In a commentary that we published this morning in The Institutional Risk Analyst
along with a copy of my comments and an interview with our friend Nouriel
Roubini, Martin Mayer said to me: “Credit-default swaps were always a bad idea,
because they rest on the false premise that statistical sampling from historical
evidence can replace knowledge of the borrowers in the creation of bank loan
portfolios. Among the lessons taught but not yet learned in the ongoing horror
story at the banks is that the insurance of financial instruments is an activity that
can be safely conducted only by governments.” [iii]
Apart from the fact that CDS seems to increase the overall risk in the financial
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system by multiplying the actual legs of risk and, of course, the opportunities for
gain and loss associated with a given cash basis – bonds, collateralized debt
obligations, or any reference asset – the practical problems with CDS contracts
come from several basic flaws in the regulatory, legal and business model for
these instruments, deliberate flaws that include:
An archaic, bilateral clearing scheme that has only recently begun to be reformed,
A deliberate lack of standardization and price transparency that advantages the
CDS dealer,
No common central counterparty to guarantee all trades and to hold collateral, and
thus no effective limit on dealer leverage, and
A schizophrenic pricing methodology that has little connection to the several
different types of underlying market and credit risk contained in CDS contracts
Let me address each of these issues briefly, in ascending order of my concern,
and then I look forward to our discussion.
Centralized Clearing
Many of you who are interested in CDS and OTC derivatives more generally no
doubt know about the issue of clearing CDS. In the early days of CDS, parties
would attempt to trade contracts in the secondary market. But because these
partially standardized private contracts had to pass through the hands of a lawyer
before the contract could be assigned or “novated,” secondary market trading
began to run ahead of the clearing process and a huge backlog of trades
accumulated. Sometimes contracts would be assigned multiple times before the
first trade was event cleared.
My former boss Gerry Corrigan convened a panel of bankers, CDS dealers and
their minions in the risk community to opine about how to address the horrible,
horrible problems of OTC clearing of CDS contracts, a problem keep in mind that
the dealers had themselves caused – with the full blessing and encouragement of
their clients in the Congress and the regulatory community.
www.reuters.com/articl...
The pontifications of The Counterparty Risk Management Policy Group, inspired by
Corrigan from his post as risk honcho at Goldman Sachs, illuminated the issues
very nicely, but the dealers moved ever so slowly – at least until the wheels
started to fall off the proverbial tricycle in 2008 with the collapse of Bear Stearns.
The good news is that the issue of clearing these private contracts known as CDS
has basically been solved by the hard work of the dealer community, ISDA, the
DTCC and the FRBNY. The bad news is that the work done to address the issue
of clearing was essentially recreating the proverbial wheel. More, the policy
hullabaloo in and around the issue of clearing, so magnificently orchestrated by
the CRMPG II-III, etc., was essentially a canard, albeit a necessary one. The
operational risk revealed by the discussion about reforming the bilateral clearing
heretofore used in the OTC CDS markets obscured for years the more significant
issues of collateral and pricing.
Just as the mortgage industry gamed the regulatory system for lending, the CDS
dealer banks led by Goldman Sachs, Citigroup, JPMorgan Chase have gamed the
political equation in Washington with great skill, delaying the inevitable process of
reform in OTC markets so as to extract every last dollar of regulatory arbitrage
rent before change is compelled. For those of us who’ve played the Washington
game as advocates for clients, such achievements demand recognition.
Lack of Standardization & Price Transparency
Despite what you read in news reports, there are no reliable, public prices
available on CDS contracts, at least when compared in qualitative terms with the
prices available from the multilateral exchanges such as the NYSE or CME and
aggregated prices from the myriad of independent trading systems. Until about
2006 it was difficult for even the large data vendors such as Bloomberg, Reuters
and others to obtain reliable access to CDS prices. The CDS community fought
them every inch of the way because the dealers wanted to maintain maximum
market opacity and thus maximum rents.
The indicative CDS prices available today via vendors such as Bloomberg and
others show roughly where the markets have been trading, based on surveys of
dealers, but there is no public, continuous record of CDS trades that is
comparable to the data available to investors and regulators from the major cash
and derivatives exchanges.
While the available pricing for other OTC derivatives is extremely good and tracks
the highly visible cash basis that underlie many other derivatives markets, OTC
and exchange-based. Whether you are talking about currency swaps or a straight
fixed-floating cash flow exchange, the world of OTC derivatives ex-CDS is largely
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commoditized in line with the exchange-traded products.
The trouble with CDS, both single name and the more customized CDS written
against CDOs and other credit exposures, is that the cash basis is often illiquid
and thus obscured from view, making the pricing a subjective exercise even were
it to occur in a visible, multilateral market context. Now my colleagues in the CDS
markets say that price transparency of singe names is not really an issue per se
because of price testing and the fact that dealers must show clients marks where
they have trades on their own books. People do have the same value on their
respective books for plain vanilla CDS. The issue of whether one can really
unload a large position at this price is a different matter, but the same could be
said today for the equity of troubled financial firms traded on exchanges.
But note that few if any CDS traders would say that the current price is a good
predictor of default, just that the market agrees on a number. Witness the fact that
CDS for Citigroup closed Friday below 5% premium per year. And keep in mind
that there is little no secondary market trading in CDS – known as novation –
especially now that the DTCC and FRBNY have forced the CDS dealers to use a
centralized clearing system. The prices you see are where dealers will write new
CDS, new “barrier options” as one CDS trader at a top corporate pension fund
likes to call them.
To square off an extant position in single name CDS, counterparties now write
new contracts and match them against existing exposures using the facilities of
the DTCC, thus creating more operational legs of risk albeit under the aegis of the
clearinghouse. I have no doubt that Don Donahue and his colleagues at DTCC will
handle the task, but you cannot look at the current operational risk profile of the
CDS market and see anything other than a retrograde mess that was encouraged
and allowed by the Congress and federal regulators.
When pricing occurs within the context of a bilateral relationship between the
client and the dealer, without the benefit of public reference pricing of the basis
available in a liquid cash market for say US Treasury bonds or dollar/yen swaps,
the result is an inefficient market by design. Remember, the practical object of
CDS is to synthesize a short hedge for an illiquid cash instrument, a corporate
bond in the case of a single-name contract or the tranche of a CDO or a
corporate loan – really any credit risk exposure – that does not exist in the cash
market and is thus speculative. Add the deliberate inefficiency in this market that I
will discuss below and it seems reasonable to ask members of Congress and the
Fed’s Board of Governors, why such a market structure outcome as OTC CDS is
in the public interest?
No Central Counterparty
While much of the public policy community’s focus when it comes to CDS is on
the back office issue of clearing and settlement, it is the more basic issue of the
lack of a central counterpart has been crucial in making the financial crisis worse
than it should have been, specifically in the case of both Bear Stearns and
Lehman Brothers. Because many other dealers and end users “faced” these firms
with bilateral CDS contracts and could not be sure that the trades would be good
if these firms defaulted on their CDS positions, the fact of the bilateral nature of
the OTC derivatives markets arguably increased risk spreads and made these
liquidity crises worse than might have been the case a decade before.
In the bilateral world of CDS, the two counterparties face each other and issues
such as collateral and margin are governed by a private treaty between the two
parties, usually governed by the templates established by ISDA. Even when the
two parties use the facilities of the DTCC, the clearinghouse does not guarantee
the trades as does a central counterparty at the NYSE or the CME. Instead,
whether the trade is “good” depends entirely on whether the paying party
performs.
So great is the risk due to the lack of a central counterparty that the CDS dealers
banks, ISDA and federal regulators have taken great pains over many years to
give these gaming instruments a senior, privileged position before the law. CDS
contacts and other qualified investment contracts in the OTC world have been
made exempt to the automatic stay in bankruptcy and are even senior to the other
creditors in a bankruptcy estate, should the receiving party need to file a claim as
was the case in the Lehman Brothers default.
These after-the-fact attempts to fix the purposefully designed imperfections in the
CDS model are hideous in Constitutional terms and, again, show that in “fixing”
the CDS model we are again recreating the wheel. In a multilateral exchange, the
issues that ISDA and the dealer banks have spent millions and millions of dollars
in legal and lobbying fees to fix should have never existed in the first place.
This basic difference between the bilateral OTC model and the multilateral
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exchange model is made more compelling when you consider the issue of
collateral. Whereas in the exchange model an impartial third party, the exchange,
holds the collateral for all counterparties, in the bilateral OTC world of CDS
contracts, the margin is agreed between the parties and not subject to the
collective oversight of an independent exchange credit or operating committee.
Whereas in a multilateral exchange model the several clearing members govern
and police the credit parties of all market participants, in no small part because of
their joint and several liability for all trades, in the bilateral OTC world of CDS the
level of collateral and thus effective leverage is entirely opaque.
Thus not only is the crucial issue of customer collateral and initial margin left
entirely to the discretion of the dealer, but the dealers themselves and amongst
themselves have tended to have little or no collateral behind CDS and other OTC
derivatives trades. This fact led the FRBNY and DTCC to lead a concerted effort
to pare back total CDS positions from more than $50 trillion in 2007 to less than
$30 trillion at the end of 2008.
The irony of this effort to reduce gross CDS positions is that this is precisely the
same role that an exchange operating committee routinely plays to maintain
balance between longs and shorts on many standardized contracts. But in the
case of CDS, we had to once again recreate the wheel via an extraordinary effort
by ISDA, the DTCC and the FRBNY to fix a problem that we ourselves created.
It is very telling that a year into the crisis, the Fed still refuses to enforce any type
of credit margin discipline over the dealers in the CDS markets, this by raising
collateral requirements on dealer positions to realistic levels. Thus the short-selling
pressure on Citi Bank and other wounded money centers is magnified many times
above the true pool of investors with hedging needs, including the much maligned
ranks of the hedge funds.
Think about it: If you as a dealer are writing default protection on C to hedge fund
clients, how do you hedge the position? You short C’s common, preferred, debt,
options – anything you can find. Once the again, the risk-multiplication properties
of CDS allow more and more players to join the game, long and short. But only
half of them will be winners and the downward pressure on cash equities and debt
is reflected in the price of C this morning. And unfortunately many of the losers in
CDS are commercial banks around the globe.
While I have been critical of those few hedge funds that do or at least did write
naked CDS positions without adequate capital, an issue that almost led the New
York State Insurance Department to unilaterally begin the regulation of CDS
counterparties who were writing risk for regulated insurance companies last year,
it now seems that it’s the large bank dealers themselves which are the weakest
link the chain in terms of systemic risk both directly and through their leveraged
clients.
Consider an example. One of the benefits of CDS is something called “differential
leverage – which is when a broker dealer lends a hedge fund money to pay for
CDS contracts, but then pretends to be covered on the credit exposure. In a
multilateral, exchange traded model for CDS, both the dealer and the end user
hedge fund would be required to show the risk position. After all, most hedge
funds – the ones that don’t have significant insider money – aka capital – are
merely extensions of the dealer’s own inventory.
Pricing of CDS: Jekyll & Hyde
During a trip to Reykjavik last year, when I gave a talk entitled “Credit Default
Swaps and Other Acts of Satan” to several hundred cheering Icelanders, some of
the discussion I had the previous week with several senior actuaries from several
large insurers came into focus.
Specifically, I was troubled by the dichotomy of several clients of mine who use
CDS for volatility trading, often against completely unrelated assets – for example,
long cash exposure on Brazilian banks but short via CDS against sovereign Brazil
-- while the people in the insurance industry were pricing the same contract
against what they believed was a long-term, through-the-cycle default risk.
In other words, the former group was pricing the CDS off short-run volatility (i.e
bond yields) while the latter were at least trying to formulate an opinion between
the probability of default of the underlying reference obligation. The valuation and
VaR numbers generated for the same contracts by these two groups of users
were very different and, as we can see in the marketplace, this difference is not
trivial. For my client, the long cash Brazil banks/short Brazil sovereign via CDS,
worked perfectly, but not all players are so lucky.
Losses caused by mispriced CDS contracts nearly caused the bankruptcy of
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several bond insurers during 2008, including MBIA (NYSE:MBI). In the wake of its
near-death experience, MBI has split itself into two new companies and has
publicly foresworn the use of CDS in hedging its credit exposures in future.
Indeed, it seems likely that once MBI collapses the “bad bank” of legacy CDS
exposure, it will return to the higher margin world of public bond insurance –
assuming that public sector issuers wish to use insurance.
The experience with MBI initially caused the State of New York to propose a
draconian regulation of CDS that would have compelled entities writing protection
to regulated insurers to demonstrate the ability to pay on the contact – a funding
requirement that would drive most dealers out of the default insurance market and
leave what remained to the chronically overcapitalized, hold-to-maturity world of
insurers.
Then we have American International Group, which was the recipient of a vast
public bailout last year financed by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York,
apparently for the benefit of Goldman Sachs and AIG’s other CDs counterparties,
come in large part from the writing of CDS contracts on complex structured assets
that AIG did not understand. AIG's sin was thinking it could buy low-risk growth
through CDS, but even veteran CEO Hank Greenberg failed to understand the
true risk of insuring high beta credit losses.
The sad part is that in chasing growth by taking risks with CDS, Greenberg and
AIG were entering a relatively low-margin business compared with the mid-double
digit risk adjusted returns found in traditional, low-beta insurance. The trouble is
that the real economy does not grow very fast compared to the open-ended
growth of derivatives. And it is to create the illusory, notional “growth” via
derivatives that is the real point of the OTC model. But that said, not all of the
losses at AIG came from CDS and I suspect we shall hear more about that this
week.
Likewise, the solvency and liquidity problems of some of the largest banks have
been exacerbated by CDS, both due to exposures taken by the banks as a result
of their underwriting activities in areas such as structured finance and related
hedging by counterparties. In the case of C, the structured exposures include
obligations which remain on the bank’s books from creating CDOs and
“simulations” of these deals created with minimal cash collateral. As in the case of
AIG, there is a growing group of credit and risk analysts on Wall Street who
believe that Citi Groups ’s structured exposures could be the largest source of
loss to that organization through the credit cycle. www.nytimes.com/2008/0...
“When CDS first began to appear in the markets, traders did try to do some work
on the probability of default of a given name," a senior risk manager in New York
told me last year “Unfortunately, all of these efforts have been dropped in favor of
a more efficient if less sound methodology based upon short-term volatility.” The
risk manager, who is responsible for the credit portfolio of one of the largest
universal banks in the world, goes on to say that while he expects to see CDS
evolve into a different product configuration, he doubts that an exchange model
will work because "it implies a huge decrease in leverage" for the dealer banks.
[iv]
The fact of the matter is that, in many financial institutions, single name CDS has
become a tool for supporting equity prop trading, not insuring against obligor
default. Most traders of CDS have no idea about the probability of default or P(D)
of the underlying credit. Nor can they demonstrate why the spreads on a given
CDS contract has any relationship with the underlying P(D) credit basis, the cost
of funds for that name, or anything else.
And where do CDS traders get their P(D) for their tactical trading desk "models," if
we can dignify these methods with that label? Well from the Bloomberg terminal of
course! Bloomberg and other global data vendors calculate what is called P(D)
based on - you guessed it - volatility! Equity volatility, bond volatility or just the
VIX, depending on the trader and CDS contract. It is just market prices and
efficient market theory all over again.
As long as the players of this version of Liar's Poker agree that the P(D) on the
Bloomberg is right, the market appears to function. But the basic relationship
between spread/price in no way adequately quantifies the actual risk of default or
the cash flow requirements for a provider of protection. CDS spreads are all just
about trading short-term equity volatility, thus our long standing position that using
CDS spreads as an indication of credit worthiness is a truly ridiculous position,
especially when CDS spreads are used in contracts and securities indentures!
Given the description above, we must ask: is the dealing of CDS within large
global banks "safe and sound?" Does allowing large banks and their institutional
clients to trade CDS vs. ephemeral benchmarks such as equity volatility not put
the entire global financial system in peril? Well, we may find out the answer to that
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question sooner rather than later.
What is to be Done?
When the political classes of the industrial nations reckon the final cost of
managing down the CDS bubble, the only sane alternative, I believe, will be to
divide the current CDS product into a liquid, exchange traded bond option to help
traders track short-term volatility and an OTC insurance product for actually
hedging corporate bond defaults with substantially higher collateral requirements
than the nonexistent initial margin levels that prevail inside the major dealer
banks.
My discussions with end users of derivatives suggests that a reasonable minimum
margin requirement for all parties writing OTC CDS would be something like 3% of
gross exposure for contracts quoted between 0 and 100 bp of spread or in very
crude terms reflecting a probability of default of less than 1%. Contracts trading
100-200bp would require 5% margin, 200-300 7% and so on. These margin
levels, which are far higher than the effective margins enforced upon CDS dealer
banks today, should be universal and enforced on dealers and end users alike.
You will notice that I am not explicitly endorsing the position initially taken by the
House Agriculture Committee earlier this year, also initially taken by the State of
New York insurance commissioner and in my earlier writings, that the buyers of
protection need to deliver the underlying cash collateral to collect the protection.
Instead, I believe that by bifurcating the current CDS model into an exchange
traded bond contract to serve as a volatility hedge and an OTC default insurance
contract to hedge the economic risk of default, we can achieve the same effective
goal as a draconian delivery requirement without killing the true innovation that
OTC instruments represent.
Are you surprised to hear my call OTC contracts innovative? Don’t be. When I left
the Fed of New York in the mid-1980s to go to join the London branch of Bear
Stearns & Co.’s fixed income sales unit, I was fortunate to work with people like
David Setchim, Joe Calvo, Paul Murphy, Gregory Stupnitzky, and Peter Drittel – all
trading pros who knew and loved illiquid markets. While trading cash markets was
our primary business, we also began to work on very rudimentary interest rate and
currency swaps.
Later, a group of Citibankers arrived, including Vicki Black, with HP-12 and yellow
pad in hand. Vicki began to teach us how to do odd-period calculations for
currency swaps on our brand new toys. Soon Joe had the first IBM AT PC
complete with a Lotus spreadsheet to calculate bond convexity and we were off to
the races. And not long after that, the New York desk of Bear was looking to us to
swap their unsold Yankee bonds into floating rate so we could put it away forever
with our clients in Japan and elsewhere.
The OTC model for derivatives owes its origins to these early days, when money
market and currency traders took the lightly regulated market for institutional
trading and catapulted around all of the existing regulatory and management
norms. Since those early efforts with plain vanilla swaps, the OTC market has
expanded to gigantic size, although it now seems to be shrinking at an
accelerating rate. The uses for these contracts are as varied as the types of
contracts and thus essentially open ended, but what is lacking area reasonable
limits on leverage, reasonable requirements for transparency and the will to
enforce same.
My hope is that as we move forward with the solution to the financial crisis
affecting our banks and the attendant impact on the global economy, we are going
to have a discussion about the best model for the OTC markets and particularly
things like CDS. In terms of issues like collateral and a central counterparty, a
case can be made that most OTC contracts which are largely homogenous can
and should be shifted to an exchange model.
While I expect that the OTC dealers and ISDA will react negatively to such a
proposal since, in the case of single name CDS contracts written again corporate
issuers, something like 80% of the volume would migrate to an exchange traded
model, I believe that the public interest argument here for embracing the
traditional, multilateral exchange model that has been the norm in this country
since the Great Depression is overwhelming.
Look at the fact that once Blue Chip names such as General Electric and
Berkshire Hathaway are under severe pressure in the market due to the investor
uncertainty regarding derivatives, structured finance and other exposures, and you
will begin to appreciate the true economic and societal cost of an unregulated and
undisciplined OTC market. We need to give investors better information about the
risks taken and how these risks are underwritten and offset with respect to all
instruments and exposures, regardless of where and how they trade.
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It is no small thing for a conservative libertarian to sit here an tell you that we
need better regulation, but we need to remember that while efficiency and
innovation are wonderful things, our Founders often embraced deliberate
inefficiency and conflict in order to protect our nation from the short-term whim and
caprice of a political majority, including wealthy interests that buy their way
through Washington.
The prudential rules that are necessary to govern the safety and soundness of
financial institutions or the clearing members of a multilateral exchange have the
same origins as the checks and balances and transparency that is meant to
support and protect our democratic process. All that I am suggesting today is that
we bring the CDS market fully into the light of transparency by listing most of
these contracts on exchanges, that we require adequate capital and collateral for
all players in both exchange and OTC markets, for end users and dealers alike;
and that we force parties writing default protection to show that they understand
the risk implications of same.
Thank you.

----------------------...
[i] See Boberski, David, CDS Delivery Option: Better Pricing of Credit Default
Swaps, Bloomberg Books (2009), Pages 101-104.
[ii] The classical definition of an “investment” is the deployment of principal with
the reasonable expectation of repayment plus a return. Buying CDS contracts in
the hope that the issuer will default does not fit within this definition. Rather, such
activity could be described as buying “insurance” or less generously, as gaming.
[iii] See also the interview I did with Mr. Mayer last year: 'The Vigorish of OTC:
Interview with Martin Mayer', June 12, 2008, The Institutional Risk Analyst.
[iv] “Bank Stress Index Up in Q3; Will the Final Solution for CDS Start in EU?,”
The Institutional Risk Analyst, Dceember 1, 2008.
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Derivatives neither create nor destroy net wealth; they are economically
neutral.
At most, derivatives may move the same money from one player to another.

But the economy sees no net increase, even if one player wins a derivatives
bet.
Likewise, the economy sees no net decrease, even if one player loses
a derivatives bet.
The derivative players can gain or lose money based on the performance
of their derivative bets (typically just insurance contracts written
outside of insurance industry rules), but whatever one player gains
comes at the expense of another player.
Thus, derivatives are not only economically neutral to the aggregate
system, but are also Zero Sum.
By definition, economically neutral, zero sum financial instruments
can not cause an ecojomic collapse.
And it is for that reason that the notional values of derivative
contracts can be so astromical ($700 Trillion!)...because they cancel
out.
Derivatives are a non-issue. They might tank one company, but they
will enrich another to that same degree.
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